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Pol Pot-style massacres
discovered in Uganda
Ugandan troops have, for the last three years,
been carrying out massacres like that com
mitted by the former Kampuchean dictator
Pol Pot, international investigators have re
vealed. Piles of bones have been found in
several areas close to the capital of Kampa
la, in the "Luwero Triangle," where the
Ugandan Army carried out reprisals against
villagers suspected of supporting the oppo
sition National Resistance Movement. A
mass burial of about 1,000 people took place
at Wakiso, 10 miles northeast of Kampala.
The Luwero Triangle area, once inhab
ited by 200,000 people, is now empty. Re
porters who visited the area report that
buildings are "empty shells."
Ugandan President Obote brought in
British and North Korean troops to train the
army. Complaints are now beginning to
emerge against the British role in covering
up the killings, which are estimated at 100200,000. A missionary in Uganda for more
than 15 years was quoted in the London
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Briefly
• VENEZUELAN

ADMIRAL

Juan Justo Pastro Fernandez returned
from a trip to the United States in
mid-August to announce that inter
national military figures will meet in
Venezuela later in the month "to dis
cuss the proposal of the U.S. Navy,
of launching a war on drugs." Ad
international agencies about his honesty had
stalled his appointment.
Valera's brother, Jose Rigoberto Val

In an interview on Aug. 14 to German
y's largest-circulation daily, Bild Zeitung,
Bruns stated that "ten percent of all men are

era, was named by U.S. Drug EnfoItement
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The Soviet KGB is known to be partic

Valera at that time tried to hush up any

ularly adept at homosexual blackmail of fig

scandal of DISIP corruption, Diario de Ca

ures in high places in Western governments.

racas columnist Rodolfo Schmidt reported

on May 15. In April, Valera called in
Schmidt and two Venezuelan congressmen,
to request a "truce" on scandals around the
DISIP, as those scandals were not helping
his plans to become DISIP director.
Schmidt reported that he then ques
tioned Valera on why the DISIP had played
no role in the anti-drug fight after September
1983, and on his relations with his brother,
who "makes frequent trips between Miami
and Maiquetia [the Caracas airport-ed.],
where he is received by an official DISIP
vehicle. The question was justified," Schmidt
added, "because Jose Rigoberto is cited by
North American authorities as a shadowy
and dubious man when it comes to the world
of drugs. Porfirio Valera avoided any men
tion of the subject."

there's a Palace Guard?

in international waters.

• BERLIN needs a statue of Fried
rich Schiller, said Eberhard Diepgen,
mayor of the city, in a speech on Aug.
13. Commemorating the construc
tion of the Berlin Wall by the Soviet
Union and East Germany 24 years
ago, Diepgen said that the city should
poet, and that the famous plea by
Schiller's Marquis of Posa-"Do give
freedom of thought!" -should be in
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that the navies of the continent would

have a "freedom statue" of the great

KGB weekly: Who says

The "young and impudent" TodenhOfer,

Homosexual ring revealed

miral Hector Jurado Toro, director of
the Navy School, said in an interview

• EDWARD TELLER went to Is
rael in August to discuss Israeli
American cooperation on the Strateg
ic Defense Initiative. In an interview
with the German daily Die Welt pub
lished Aug. 16, the U.S. nuclear phy
sicist warned that the Soviet Union is
ahead in laser development, and
stressed that ABM technologies, not
negotiations, protect against Soviet
missiles.
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